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A B S T R A C T   

The insular cortex (IC) is implicated in risky decision making and drug-seeking behaviors, in a manner disso-
ciable from natural reward seeking. However, evidence from rodent studies of motivated behaviors suggests that 
the role of the IC is not always consistent across procedures. Moreover, there is evidence of dissociation of 
function between posterior (pIC) and anterior (aIC) subregions in these behaviors. Under which circumstances, 
and by which mechanisms, these IC subregions are recruited to regulate motivated behaviors remains unclear. 
Here, we discuss evidence of rodent pIC and aIC function across drug-related behaviors, natural reward seeking, 
and decision making under risk and highlight procedural differences that may account for seemingly conflicting 
findings. Although gaps in the literature persist, we hypothesize that IC activity is broadly important for selection 
of appropriate behaviors based on learned action-outcome contingencies and that associated risk is sufficient, but 
not necessary, to recruit the aIC in reward seeking without involving the pIC.   

1. Introduction 

The insular cortex (IC) is a relatively recent target of addiction 
research. In 2007 evidence emerged indicating that cigarette smokers 
with IC lesions were able to quit smoking easily, without relapse or a 
persistent urge to smoke (Naqvi et al., 2007). This finding, along with 
functional imaging studies reporting IC activation in response to 
drug-associated cues and self-reported craving (Naqvi and Bechara, 
2009), ignited increased interest in this region as a potential driver of 
substance use disorder. Notably, the role of the IC in drug craving ap-
pears to be distinct from craving of natural rewards such as food, as 
evidence indicates that patients with IC lesions have no decrease in food 
craving, intake, or pleasure in eating (Naqvi et al., 2007). Experiments 
using rodents have since replicated this dissociable effect on nicotine vs 
food seeking (Forget et al., 2010; Pushparaj et al., 2015), raising ques-
tions for how drugs of abuse uniquely recruit the IC to promote 
drug-seeking behaviors and how this IC role is related to natural reward 
seeking processes. 

A potentially critical distinction is that drug use is an inherently risky 
behavior, frequently associated with adverse consequences. Regardless 
of whether the drug user perceives this risk, clinical evidence suggests 

that chronic drug use alters the ability to evaluate risks and make sound 
decisions, promoting further drug use despite the consequences (Rogers 
et al., 1999). Interestingly, the IC is implicated in risky decision making 
of all kinds, not only those related to drug use. Evidence indicates that 
patients with IC lesions perform worse on a gambling task that requires 
them to adjust their bets based on the odds of winning, suggesting that 
an intact IC is necessary for appropriate decision making under risk 
(Clark et al., 2008). Thus, some have proposed that inherent risk, akin to 
that associated with chronic drug use, is an important factor in 
recruiting IC activity (Naqvi et al., 2014). Nonetheless, it remains un-
clear whether this drug-associated risk explains the preferential 
involvement of the IC in drug vs natural reward seeking. Over the past 
15 years, work using rodents has attempted to disentangle the role of the 
IC in drug seeking, reward, and risk. Despite this increasing interest, 
significant questions remain regarding IC function across these domains. 
The purpose of this review is to examine the current rodent literature 
with regard to these issues and identify critical lacunae in the field that 
must be addressed to elucidate the role of the IC in specific motivated 
behaviors. 
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2. Anatomy of the insular cortex 

2.1. IC organization across species 

The ‘insula’ (Latin for ‘island’) is so named for its location deep 
within the lateral sulcus of the primate brain, isolated from the rest of 
the cerebral cortex (Figs. 1A and 1B). Neuroanatomists divide the insula 
across species into three subdivisions based on its cytoarchitecture - 
granular, dysgranular, and agranular IC. These distinctions refer to the 
presence or absence of the granular cortical layer IV, which is the main 
target of thalamocortical afferents (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). The 
granular (and most dorsal) division contains all six cortical layers, the 
dysgranular division (ventral to granular) contains a smaller cortical 
layer IV, and the agranular division (most ventral) lacks a layer IV 
(Livneh and Andermann, 2021). These cytoarchitectural differences 
give rise to differences in connectivity. Granular and dysgranular IC 
divisions, broadly considered to comprise the primary interoceptive 
cortex, receive direct sensory input from visceral thalamic sensory 
nuclei (Allen et al., 1991). The agranular division is thought to make up 
higher-order association sensory cortex and is more reciprocally 

connected with limbic structures (Allen et al., 1991; Gehrlach et al., 
2020; Livneh and Andermann, 2021). Dense projections between IC 
subdivisions enable the flow of information from primary interoceptive 
cortex to higher order association areas (Shi and Cassell, 1998). Gran-
ular IC projects to dysgranular cortex, which then projects to agranular 
cortex and back to granular cortex. Agranular IC projects back to 
granular and dysgranular cortex as well. 

2.2. Functional subdivisions of the primate IC 

The primate IC can be further divided into anterior and posterior 
lobes, separated by the central insular sinus in humans, which largely 
correspond to distinct functional regions (Jakab et al., 2012). Intero-
ceptive signals are carried not only from granular to agranular cortex, 
but also along the anterior-posterior axis. In human imaging studies, 
these functional subdivisions are often used rather than the cytoarchi-
tectural ones, based on associated network activity (Droutman et al., 
2015). Functional distinctions are sometimes also made between dorsal 
and ventral anterior IC (Chang et al., 2013), and some have identified a 
functionally distinct middle IC as well (Cloutman et al., 2012). However, 
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Fig. 1. Comparative neuroanatomy of the IC. A. Neuroanatomy of the human IC. Left, IC location within the lateral sulcus of the human brain. The central insular 
sinus separates the aIC from the pIC. Middle, coronal section showing the human IC in purple. Right, approximate cytoarchitectural subdivisions of the human IC, in 
sagittal cross-section. B. Neuroanatomy of the primate (macaque) IC. Left, IC location within the lateral sulcus of the macaque brain. Middle, coronal section showing 
the macaque IC in purple. Right, approximate cytoarchitectural subdivisions of the macaque IC, in sagittal cross-section. C. Neuroanatomy of the rodent (rat) IC. Left, 
IC location on the lateral surface of the rat brain. The consensus boundary for anterior-posterior subdivisions in the rodent IC is at bregma. Middle, coronal section at 
bregma showing the rat IC in purple. Right, cytoarchitectural subdivisions of the rat IC. The pIC and aIC are separated by the dashed line at bregma. 
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because the field has not established consensus boundaries for these 
further functional subdivisions, which may not translate across species, 
we will restrict our discussion to the posterior (pIC) and anterior (aIC) 
regions, as most commonly defined. These functional subdivisions are 
not strictly tied to the cytoarchitectural subdivisions. In primates, the 
pIC contains a larger granular cortex and smaller agranular cortex, 
whereas the opposite is true in the aIC, reflecting differences in con-
nectivity with thalamic sensory areas (Evrard et al., 2014). Because the 
pIC contains more granular cortex, it receives more thalamic input and 
sends projections forward to the largely agranular aIC. However, both 
the posterior and anterior lobes contain granular, dysgranular, and 
agranular subdivisions (see Figs. 1A and 1B for anatomical and func-
tional subdivisions). 

2.3. IC functional subdivisions are conserved in rodents 

In contrast to its location in the sulci of primate brains, the rodent IC 
lies exposed on the lateral surface of the brain (Gogolla, 2017) (Fig. 1C). 
Nevertheless, many functions of the IC and its subregions are conserved 
across species. Despite lacking a central insular sinus, the rodent IC 
appears to also have posterior and anterior divisions, with the divisions 
typically made with regard to Bregma. Tracing studies have extensively 
mapped projections to and from these subregions in rats (Allen et al., 
1991; Shi and Cassell, 1998) and mice (Gehrlach et al., 2020). As in 
primates, the rodent pIC contains a larger granular cortex and receives 
more direct inputs from visceral thalamic sensory nuclei, as well as 
primary somatosensory cortex (Gehrlach et al., 2020). The aIC receives 
inputs from the thalamus as well, but the majority come from the pol-
ymodal association group of thalamic nuclei, indicating a role as sensory 
association cortex. The aIC also has a larger agranular cortex and is more 
reciprocally connected with limbic structures, including strong con-
nections to the amygdala, hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, and 
particularly the basal ganglia. More than one third of excitatory pro-
jections from the aIC terminate in the ventral striatum, with particularly 
dense innervation in the nucleus accumbens core, implicating a role for 
the aIC in motivated behavior that is perhaps distinct from the pIC 
(Gehrlach et al., 2020). Nonetheless, granular, dysgranular, and agra-
nular cortex layers are contained throughout the anterior-posterior 
extent of the rodent IC, and therefore many structures are connected 
to both subregions. Despite that, evidence supports distinct functions for 
the rodent pIC vs aIC, with important implications for the role of the IC 
in motivated behaviors. 

2.4. Theories of IC functional neuroanatomy across species 

Researchers have suggested several ideas as to how functions might 
be organized across the IC. Some propose that the IC is topographically 
organized by valence, with pIC activity associated with negative valence 
and aIC activity associated with positive valence (Tye, 2018). Although 
rodent studies indicate that pIC stimulation is broadly aversive (Gehr-
lach et al., 2019; Peng et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018), and aIC stimu-
lation is broadly rewarding (Dolensek et al., 2020), the opposite is true 
when the animal is already in an extremely aversive or rewarded state 
(Livneh and Andermann, 2021). Rather than representing the valence of 
a stimulus, IC activity may help regulate internal body states and 
facilitate a return to homeostasis. Others argue that the pIC processes a 
representation of the physiological conditions of the body, whereas the 
aIC is critical for conscious awareness of the subjective feeling of the 
body and emotional state – at least in humans (Craig, 2003, 2009). The 
strength of pIC connections with visceral thalamic sensory nuclei and 
aIC connections with limbic structures supports this idea, and similar-
ities between primate and rodent IC suggest these functions could be 
similar across species. Additionally, human imaging studies identify the 
aIC as a hub of the salience network, suggesting a role in identifying 
salient events (Uddin, 2015). Although inconclusive, the evidence points 
to functional dissociations between the pIC and aIC that justify separate 

interrogations of these subregions in motivated behaviors. 
There are potentially distinct roles for the pIC and aIC in drug 

seeking in particular. Naqvi and colleagues, integrating evidence from 
human and rodent studies, propose that the pIC is necessary for regis-
tering the reinforcing value of drugs and for learning drug-context as-
sociations, whereas the aIC is necessary for the retrieval of drug-context 
associations (Naqvi et al., 2014). Moreover, manipulations in rodent 
studies of drug and natural reward seeking have revealed distinct (and 
sometimes conflicting) roles for the pIC and aIC in reward seeking across 
reward types. Nonetheless, it remains unclear how the functional or-
ganization of the IC accounts for these dissociations. A major part of this 
review is to parse the role of the rodent IC in drug-seeking behaviors, 
along with natural reward seeking and decision making under risk, in an 
attempt to reconcile these theories of IC functional topography. 

3. Drug seeking 

Prior work in rodent models of addiction has used a variety of ap-
proaches to investigate the role of the IC. Broadly, the findings from 
these studies can be divided into four sections based on the measure of 
drug-seeking behavior: reinforced drug taking, aversion-resistant drug 
taking, drug seeking (without drug reinforcement), and expression of 
drug association memories. Each of these measures reveals mechanisms 
for drug-seeking behavior under distinct circumstances. In drug-taking 
procedures, instrumental responses are rewarded with drug adminis-
tration, enabling investigation of the effects of the drug itself on rein-
forcement mechanisms. In many studies, procedures pair drug taking 
with aversive outcomes in order to investigate the neurobiological 
mechanisms that govern the balance between the motivation to obtain 
the drug vs the motivation to avoid the aversive consequence. None-
theless, drug-taking procedures measure instrumental responses that are 
presumably driven by the internal state induced by the drug itself. Drug 
seeking without drug reinforcement likely serves as a better measure of 
drug craving. Similarly, procedures designed to measure expression of 
drug association memories, such as conditioned place preference, enable 
elucidation of these associative learning mechanisms in the absence of 
drug reinforcement. We will discuss the role of the pIC and aIC in each of 
these common procedures used to model aspects of drug addiction in 
rodents. 

3.1. Drug taking 

3.1.1. The pIC in drug taking 
In studies focused on drug-taking procedures, rodents typically learn 

to perform an instrumental behavior, such as a lever press or nose poke, 
to self-administer a drug reward (Fig. 2A). As primary interoceptive 
cortex, the pIC is presumably a critical structure in representing the 
internal state induced by drug use and, consequently, would be expected 
to regulate drug self-administration and/or reinforcement mechanisms. 
Nonetheless, relatively few studies have examined this issue. Early work 
in rats found that silencing pIC activity via GABA receptor activation or 
electrical stimulation decreases nicotine self-administration, but not 
food self-administration (Forget et al., 2010; Pushparaj et al., 2013), 
consistent with the effects of human IC lesions on cigarette smoking 
while conserving food intake (Naqvi et al., 2007). This dissociation 
suggests that nicotine taking recruits the pIC in a manner distinct from 
natural reward or, at minimum, that its role does not generalize to all 
forms of rewarded instrumental behavior. To our knowledge, only one 
other study has investigated the pIC in drug taking alone, finding that 
pIC inactivation with GABA receptor agonists reduces alcohol 
self-administration in rats (Pushparaj and Le Foll, 2015). Thus, although 
there appears to be a role for the pIC in drug taking, the lack of 
comprehensive work does not reveal whether it crosses all drugs of 
abuse or a variety of measures of drug taking and reinforcement (e.g., 
breakpoint in a progressive ratio schedule). Moreover, on a more theo-
retical level, whether the pIC is important for interoceptive awareness of 
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the drug or merely promotes drug-taking behavior also remains unclear. 

3.1.2. The aIC in drug taking 
In contrast, considerably more work has investigated the aIC in drug- 

taking procedures, although many of the findings have been inconsis-
tent. Similar to the pIC, prior work indicates that aIC inactivation with 
GABA receptor agonists reduces nicotine, but not food, self- 
administration in rats (Pushparaj et al., 2015). However, dissociation 
of function within the aIC may not be limited to instrumental responding 
for drug vs natural reward, as there is conflicting evidence for its role 
across drugs of abuse. Evidence indicates that GABA receptor-based 
inactivation of the aIC decreases alcohol self-administration in rats 
(De Oliveira Sergio et al., 2021), yet other studies suggest that chemo-
genetically inhibiting the aIC either increases (Jaramillo et al., 2018) or 
does not affect alcohol self-administration (Haaranen, 2020a, 2020b). 
Evidence also indicates that chemogenetic activation of the aIC reduces 
alcohol self-administration (Haaranen et al., 2020), suggesting that aIC 
activity inhibits alcohol taking in certain circumstances. Nevertheless, it 
is also possible that such activation disrupted endogenous aIC activity 
and, thus, produced behavioral outcomes akin to those produced by 
inhibitory manipulations. 

Similarly, evidence with regard to cocaine taking is conflicting. Early 
work found that aIC inactivation with sodium channel blockers has no 
effect on cocaine self-administration (Di Pietro et al., 2006), whereas 
more recent work suggests that excitotoxic aIC lesions made after rats 
acquire cocaine self-administration decrease subsequent cocaine taking 
(Rotge et al., 2017). Moreover, Rotge and colleagues (2017) found that 
aIC lesions made before rats learn to self-administer cocaine increase the 
escalation of cocaine taking, although other work found no effect of such 
pre-training lesions (Pelloux et al., 2013). Despite conflicting findings, 
these studies indicate that lesion timing relative to acquisition of 
drug-taking behavior is an important consideration when interpreting 
the results of similar work. 

Interestingly, evidence indicates that post-conditioning, but not pre- 
conditioning, aIC lesions potentiate escalation of heroin self- 
administration (Joshi et al., 2020), opposing the direction of the effect 
on cocaine self-administration. This dissociation could be explained by 
differences in aIC response to distinct interoceptive cues for heroin and 
cocaine. Whereas cocaine, a psychostimulant and sympathomimetic, 
produces a variety peripheral effects such as increased blood pressure 
and heart rate that would be interoceptively detected (Billman, 1995), 
heroin, a central nervous system depressant, has a less powerful pe-
ripheral effect (Thornhill et al., 1989). Thus, it may be that the regula-
tion of cocaine taking is more sensitive to these interoceptive cues, 
whereas heroin taking is regulated to a greater extent by other factors, 
such as external cues. However, to our knowledge this is the only study 
to investigate the aIC in opioid self-administration, and it remains 

unclear whether the aIC differentially regulates opioid vs psychosti-
mulant taking. Together with the nicotine and alcohol literature, these 
studies provide a perplexing set of findings that may be explained by 
different drugs of abuse, drug-taking procedures, or technical differ-
ences in how the aIC was manipulated. Moreover, there may be func-
tional heterogeneity within the aIC, and more targeted manipulations 
may have a greater likelihood of parsing out different effects. 

Indeed, several studies have probed specific signaling mechanisms in 
the aIC that regulate drug taking, most notably dopaminergic signaling, 
which is important throughout the brain for the reinforcing effects of a 
variety of drugs (Di Chiara, G, 2000). Evidence indicates that intra-aIC 
infusions of a dopamine D1, but not D2, receptor antagonist reduce 
nicotine self-administration in rats (Kutlu et al., 2013), which may 
reflect the greater expression levels or differences in the site of receptor 
expression of D1 receptors in the IC (Gaspar et al., 1995). Prior work also 
indicates that blocking aIC D1 receptors reduces both cocaine and food 
self-administration in rats (Di Pietro et al., 2008), in contrast to the 
dissociated effects of global aIC inactivation on cocaine vs food 
self-administration (Pushparaj et al., 2015; Rotge et al., 2017; Simon 
et al., 2011). However, this could be a non-specific decrease in motor 
responding similar to that produced by D1 antagonists in the nucleus 
accumbens and amygdala (McGregor and Roberts, 1993). Evidence in-
dicates that high doses of a D1 antagonist in the aIC also produce motor 
impairment (Burkey et al., 1999), making it difficult to draw conclusions 
on the role of aIC dopaminergic signaling in drug taking vs food taking. 

Other signaling mechanisms, including hypocretin and norepineph-
rine, are also implicated in aIC regulation of drug taking. Hypocretin 
neurons originate primarily in the lateral hypothalamic area, densely 
innervate the aIC, and are strongly implicated in drug-seeking behaviors 
(Hollander et al., 2008). Findings indicate that blocking aIC hypocretin 
receptors reduces nicotine self-administration under both fixed and 
progressive ratios of reinforcement, without affecting food 
self-administration (Hollander et al., 2008). Nonetheless, no studies 
have yet investigated this specific mechanism for other drugs of abuse. 
Similarly, there is limited evidence of a role for the aIC noradrenergic 
system in regulating alcohol taking – De Oliveira Sergio et al. (2021) 
found that blocking α1 norepinephrine receptors in the aIC reduces 
alcohol, but not saccharin, self-administration in rats. This is consistent 
with a role for the noradrenergic system in regulating alcohol-related 
behaviors (Vazey et al., 2018), but in the absence of further studies it 
is unknown whether noradrenergic signaling in the aIC is implicated 
across drugs of abuse. 

Pathway manipulation studies have also identified glutamatergic 
projections from the aIC to the central amygdala (CeA) and nucleus 
accumbens core (NAcore) that appear to regulate drug taking. Both re-
gions are densely innervated by the aIC and are involved in the acqui-
sition of drug-taking behaviors and craving for drug rewards, implying 

Fig. 2. A selection of self-administration procedures described in this review. A. Extinction-reinstatement procedures. Left, animals learn to self-administer a reward 
(drug infusion, alcohol, or food pellet delivery) paired with a light and tone cue by performing a reward-seeking response (lever press or nose poke) on the active 
lever/port (blue). Responses on the inactive lever/port (black) have no consequence. Middle, removing the reward delivery and associated cues as a consequence of a 
reward-seeking response causes animals to extinguish responding. Right, reward-seeking is reinstated by bringing back the previously reward-paired light and tone 
cues on responding (cued reinstatement) or giving a priming injection/delivery of reward before a normal extinction session (reward-primed reinstatement). B. 
Punishment-induced abstinence procedures as described in (Ghareh et al., 2022). Left, animals learn to self-administer a reward in Context A. Middle, in Context B, 
reward delivery is pseudo-randomly paired with a punishment (footshock), inducing abstinence from reward-seeking responding. Right, returning animals to reward 
Context A reinstates reward-seeking. C. “Voluntary abstinence” procedures as described in (Venniro et al., 2017). Left, animals learn to self-administer food by 
responding on the active food lever (red), producing a food pellet reward and paired tone cue. Inactive lever presses (black) have no consequence. Middle left, animals 
learn to self-administer drug in the same context. Responding on the active drug lever (blue) results in a drug infusion and paired light cue. Inactive lever presses 
(black) have no consequence, and the food lever is unavailable. Middle right, “voluntary abstinence” from drug taking is induced by making both the active food (red) 
and drug (blue) levers available, along with the inactive lever. With both rewards available, animals increase responding for food reward and nearly stop responding 
for drug reward. Right, in the relapse test, only the drug reward lever and inactive lever are available. Pressing the drug reward lever produces a light cue but no drug 
infusion. In the absence of the food reward option, animals increase their drug-seeking responses. D. Incubation of craving procedures. Left, animals learn to 
self-administer drug as described in A. Right, drug-seeking responses are measured in a cued seeking test, wherein responding produces drug-paired light and tone 
cues but no drug infusion. Animals then undergo home cage withdrawal without access to the drug. After a specified number of days, animals return to another cued 
seeking test identical to that on the first withdrawal day. Animals display increased drug-seeking responses on this second test day, as compared to the first day, a 
phenomenon known as incubation of craving. 
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that activity in these pathways might promote drug taking (Scofield 
et al., 2016; Warlow and Berridge, 2021). However, evidence on this 
issue is limited and sometimes conflicting. Findings from Haaranen et al. 
(2020) suggest that chemogenetic activation of the aIC-CeA or 
aIC-NAcore pathway increases alcohol self-administration in rats, yet, 
inexplicably, chemogenetic inhibition of either pathway has no effect. 
Although another study replicated the null effect of aIC-NAcore pathway 
inhibition with an optogenetic approach (Seif et al., 2013), other work 
indicates that chemogenetic inhibition of this pathway decreases 
self-administration, consistent with the activation findings (Jaramillo 
et al., 2018; Jaramillo, Van Voorhies et al., 2018). These discrepancies 
could be explained by the limitations of pathway inhibition studies, as 
the aIC is one of many excitatory inputs to the CeA and NAcore, and thus 
inhibition of one of these pathways may not be sufficient to reduce 
alcohol taking. Nevertheless, studies suggest that chemogenetic inhibi-
tion of aIC-NAcore projections in rats mimics (or at least heightens) the 
interoceptive effects of alcohol on both alcohol self-administration 
(Jaramillo et al., 2018) and discriminative response to alcohol (Jar-
amillo et al., 2018), indicating that activity in this pathway regulates 
behavior in response to alcohol-induced internal state. As others have 
proposed, the effects of IC manipulation may be state-dependent (Livneh 
and Andermann, 2021). Thus, it is critical to understand how different 
conditions recruit the aIC and its projections in regulating drug taking. 

3.2. Aversion-resistant drug taking 

3.2.1. The aIC in aversion-resistant drug taking 
Studies indicate that some rodents will continue to self-administer 

alcohol or cocaine in the face of potentially aversive consequences, 
such as bitter-tasting quinine (H. Chen and Lasek, 2020; De Oliveira 
Sergio et al., 2021) or a footshock (Y. Chen et al., 2022) (Fig. 2B). The 
evidence on whether this aversion-resistant drug taking recruits 
different aIC mechanisms than drug taking alone, however, remains 
mixed. De Oliveira Sergio et al. (2021) found that both aIC GABA re-
ceptor activation and α1 norepinephrine receptor inactivation reduce 
self-administration of alcohol paired with quinine, but also of alcohol 
alone, indicating that these mechanisms are not unique to 
aversion-resistant alcohol taking. However, aversion-resistant alcohol 
taking may be differentially mediated by perineuronal nets, which are 
extracellular matrix structures that can alter neuron excitability and 
increase in density in the IC after bouts of binge drinking (H. Chen et al., 
2015). Evidence indicates that dissolving perineuronal nets in the mouse 
aIC reduces self-administration of alcohol paired with quinine, but not of 
alcohol alone (H. Chen and Lasek, 2020). This suggests that the transi-
tion to “compulsive” alcohol use coincides with increased density of 
perineuronal nets in the aIC, although this mechanism has not been 
investigated further or for aversion-resistant taking of other drugs of 
abuse. 

Evidence for aIC projections that specifically mediate aversion- 
resistant alcohol taking is similarly limited and sometimes conflicting. 
Whereas Seif et al. (2013) found that optogenetic inhibition of 
aIC-NAcore projections reduces self-administration of alcohol paired 
with quinine or footshock, but not of alcohol alone, others have found 
that chemogenetic inhibition of this pathway reduces alcohol 
self-administration without paired aversive outcomes (Jaramillo et al., 
2018; Jaramillo et al., 2018). It is unclear what accounts for this 
discrepancy and whether aversion-resistant alcohol taking differentially 
recruits aIC projections compared to alcohol taking alone. Another way 
that the aIC might specifically promote aversion-resistant alcohol taking 
is via projections to the locus coeruleus, an area implicated in promoting 
adaptive stress response as well as the reinforcing effects of alcohol 
(Vazey et al., 2018). Evidence indicates that optogenetic inhibition of 
this pathway reduces self-administration of alcohol paired with quinine, 
but not of alcohol alone (De Oliveira Sergio et al., 2021). In the absence 
of further studies, it is unknown whether this finding generalizes to 
other drugs of abuse or aversive stimuli (e.g., footshock). 

Evidence indicates that aIC activity regulates aversion-resistant 
cocaine taking in rats as well, as chemogenetic inhibition or activation 
of the aIC reduces or increases footshock-resistant cocaine self- 
administration, respectively (Y. Chen et al., 2022). This study also 
identified orbitofrontal cortex input to the aIC that regulates this 
behavior, with chemogenetic inhibition or activation of this pathway 
producing the same effects as aIC cell body manipulations. Nevertheless, 
it is unclear whether this is distinct from the aIC activity that regulates 
cocaine taking without paired aversive outcomes (Rotge et al., 2017). 
Taken together with the findings described in the “Drug Taking” section, 
we speculate that, although there are aIC cell populations that mediate 
aversion-resistant drug self-administration, paired aversive stimuli are 
not always necessary to recruit these ensembles in drug-taking behavior. 
Nevertheless, because the IC is interoceptive cortex, it is difficult to 
disentangle the effects of IC manipulation on drug-taking behavior from 
interoceptive processing of the drug (or paired aversive stimuli) itself. 

3.3. Drug seeking without drug reinforcement 

The role of the IC in drug craving, and ultimately relapse to drug 
seeking, can be better understood by manipulating its activity during 
drug-seeking tests without drug reinforcement. Studies commonly use 
extinction of drug-seeking behavior, followed by tests to induce rein-
statement of this behavior, to examine such behavior in rodents 
(Fig. 2A). Extinction learning is accomplished by removing the drug and 
drug-associated cue reinforcers that were previously associated with an 
instrumental response, reducing drug-seeking responses over time. Drug 
seeking is reinstated by bringing back drug-associated cues or contexts, 
or by giving a priming injection of the drug. Several studies have 
manipulated activity in the pIC or aIC during these reinstatement tests to 
investigate their role in drug seeking without drug reinforcement. 

3.3.1. The pIC in drug seeking without drug reinforcement 
Even in the absence of interoceptive processing of the drug itself, the 

pIC appears to be necessary for expressing drug-seeking behavior in 
some circumstances. Evidence indicates that silencing pIC activity via 
GABA receptor activation or electrical stimulation attenuates both cued 
and nicotine-primed reinstatement of nicotine seeking, but not food 
seeking, after extinction learning in rats (Forget et al., 2010; Pushparaj 
et al., 2013). Given the clinical evidence that IC activity increases in 
response to drug-associated cues across nicotine, cocaine, and 
alcohol-dependent individuals (Hanlon et al., 2018), it is perhaps not 
surprising that nicotine-associated cues appear be sufficient to recruit 
the pIC in promoting nicotine seeking. On the other hand, a study from 
our laboratory found that pIC inactivation with GABA receptor agonists 
had no effect on cued reinstatement of cocaine seeking after extinction 
learning in rats (Cosme et al., 2015). With this limited extant literature, 
it is unclear whether cued reinstatement of cocaine seeking involves 
pIC-independent mechanisms that are distinct from those involved in 
reinstatement of nicotine seeking. 

3.3.2. The aIC in drug seeking without drug reinforcement 
In contrast to the pIC, the aIC appears to be important for rein-

statement of both nicotine and cocaine seeking. Evidence indicates that 
aIC inactivation with GABA receptor agonists prevents context-induced 
(Ghareh et al., 2022) and cued reinstatement of nicotine seeking, but not 
food seeking, after extinction in rats (Pushparaj et al., 2015). This is 
consistent with the reported effects of pIC inactivation (Forget et al., 
2010), indicating no dissociation of function between these subregions 
as it relates to nicotine seeking. On the other hand, there is a potential 
dissociation of function between the pIC and aIC in cued reinstatement 
of cocaine seeking. Whereas the pIC does not appear to be necessary for 
cued reinstatement of cocaine seeking after extinction, evidence in-
dicates that reversible aIC inactivation attenuates cued (Cosme et al., 
2015; Di Pietro et al., 2008) and context-induced reinstatement of 
cocaine seeking (Arguello et al., 2017). 
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Interestingly, Rotge et al. (2017) found that pre-extinction aIC le-
sions attenuate cocaine-primed, but not cued, reinstatement, in contrast 
to the finding from our laboratory that reversible aIC inactivation at-
tenuates cued, but not cocaine-primed, reinstatement (Cosme et al., 
2015). This perplexing discrepancy could be explained in part by dif-
ferences in timing of aIC inactivation. Rotge et al. lesioned the aIC after 
rats had acquired cocaine self-administration, but before extinction 
learning, whereas our laboratory reversibly inactivated the aIC only 
during the reinstatement tests. It is possible that aIC activity is modified 
by extinction learning and that this modified activity is important for 
responsivity to cocaine-associated cues vs cocaine prime. On the other 
hand, evidence indicates that pre-extinction aIC lesions potentiate cued 
reinstatement of heroin seeking (Joshi et al., 2020). This is consistent 
with the opposing effects of aIC lesions on heroin vs cocaine 
self-administration (Rotge et al., 2017), again pointing to potential 
heterogeneity of function within the aIC. 

Although extinction is a well-established procedure, it is unclear 
whether it recruits the same neural mechanisms as other methods to 
suppress drug seeking. To address this, some studies have used pun-
ishment or alternative rewards to induce “voluntary abstinence” from 
drug seeking in rodents (Fig. 2B and C). A recent study directly 
compared the role of the aIC in contextual reinstatement of nicotine 
seeking after extinction vs punishment-induced abstinence, using foot-
shock as a consequence of nicotine-seeking responses to induce absti-
nence in the footshock context. Returning rats to the “safe” context 
induced reinstatement of nicotine seeking. The findings indicate that 
chemogenetically inhibiting the aIC attenuates contextual reinstatement 
of nicotine seeking after both extinction and punishment-induced 
abstinence (Ghareh et al., 2022). This is a critical finding, as it sug-
gests that the aIC is important for reinstatement regardless of the pro-
cedures used to suppress nicotine seeking. 

On the other hand, evidence for the role of the aIC in reinstatement of 
cocaine seeking after abstinence has been less conclusive. Findings 
suggest that pre-cocaine training aIC lesions potentiate contextual rein-
statement of cocaine seeking after footshock-induced abstinence (Pel-
loux et al., 2013), in opposition to the attenuating effect of reversible aIC 
inactivation on reinstatement after extinction learning (Arguello et al., 
2017). This seems to suggest that cocaine-associated contexts differen-
tially recruit the aIC after abstinence vs extinction. However, the 
extinction literature indicates that aIC lesions made before contingency 
learning have a different effect on cued reinstatement of cocaine seeking 
than reversible aIC inactivation during the reinstatement test (Cosme 
et al., 2015; Rotge et al., 2017). Although Pelloux and colleagues found 
no effect of pre-training aIC lesions on cocaine self-administration or 
footshock learning (Pelloux et al., 2013), it is likely that an intact aIC 
during these learning processes is important for the region’s involve-
ment in contextual reinstatement. For this reason, punishment-induced 
abstinence studies that reversibly inactivate the aIC during a reinstate-
ment test would provide a better comparison with the cocaine extinction 
literature. 

Although there is a lack of studies investigating the aIC in rein-
statement of alcohol seeking after extinction, one study of reinstatement 
following footshock-induced abstinence provides an interesting com-
parison to the aversion-resistant alcohol taking literature. Campbell and 
colleagues found that rats that learned footshock-induced abstinence 
would reinstate alcohol seeking in the footshock-paired context after a 
further 30 days of forced abstinence (Campbell et al., 2019). Notably, 
their results indicate that aIC inactivation with GABA receptor agonists 
prevents reinstatement in the footshock context. This is consistent with a 
role for the aIC in promoting aversion-resistant alcohol taking (De Oli-
veira Sergio et al., 2021) and nicotine seeking after footshock-induced 
abstinence (Ghareh et al., 2022). Further work is needed to determine 
whether this role is consistent in reinstatement of alcohol seeking after 
extinction. Moreover, both extinction and punishment-based procedures 
use negative outcomes to suppress drug seeking behavior. It is possible 
that other strategies to suppress drug seeking, such as availability of an 

alternative non-drug reward, recruit different neural mechanisms. 
Although limited in scope, findings support the idea that, regardless 

of which contingency is learned to suppress drug seeking, the aIC is 
important for expressing the initial drug reward contingency in response 
to drug-associated cues. Venniro and colleagues developed a “voluntary 
abstinence” paradigm to abolish methamphetamine-seeking, wherein 
rats choose to respond for a food pellet over a previously trained 
methamphetamine reward (Fig. 2C). Rats are then tested for relapse by 
removing the food reward choice and measuring responses for unrein-
forced methamphetamine-associated cues. Evidence indicates that 
inactivating either the aIC or aIC-CeA pathway during the relapse test 
attenuates methamphetamine seeking (Venniro et al., 2017), suggesting 
a role for the aIC in reinstatement of methamphetamine seeking that is 
consistent with much of the extinction and punishment-based literature 
for other drugs of abuse. Although this is the only study to investigate 
the role of the aIC-CeA pathway in drug seeking without drug rein-
forcement, there is evidence that activation of this pathway promotes 
alcohol self-administration in rats (Haaranen et al., 2020). More work is 
needed to determine whether this pathway promotes drug seeking in 
general, or whether its role is dependent on the drug of abuse or type of 
contingency learning. Overall, the evidence suggests that the IC is 
important for promoting drug seeking without drug reinforcement in 
some conditions, but the conflicting findings and lack of comprehensive 
comparisons across drug types and procedures presents challenges in 
drawing conclusions. 

3.4. Expression of drug association memories 

Although self-administration models are most commonly used for 
learning drug associations, other procedures such as conditioned place 
preference (CPP) are sometimes used to induce drug-context associa-
tions without instrumental learning in rodents. In these procedures, one 
compartment of either a two- or three-compartment chamber is paired 
with drug administration, with the other compartment typically paired 
with saline. After repeated training over days, the animal is returned to 
the apparatus to observe expression of the CPP memory, measured by 
preference for the previously drug-paired compartment. Several studies 
have used this procedure to probe the role of the pIC and aIC in the 
expression of drug association memories. 

3.4.1. The pIC in expression of drug association memories 
Evidence suggests that the pIC is important for CPP memory, 

although the lack of comprehensive work does not reveal whether there 
are mechanistic similarities in its involvement across drugs of abuse. 
Early work indicates that reversible pIC inactivation prevents expression 
(Contreras et al., 2007) and facilitates extinction (Contreras et al., 2012) 
of amphetamine-induced CPP in rats. Other studies found that both 
inhibiting nitric oxide signaling (Ma et al., 2014) and blocking musca-
rinic acetylcholine receptors (Wu et al., 2014) in the pIC reduce 
expression of morphine-induced CPP in rats. Both of these signaling 
mechanisms are important for several types of association memories 
(Itzhak et al., 1998; Miranda and McGaugh, 2004; Naor and Dudai, 
1996), although these studies are the first to implicate them in 
IC-mediated drug association memory. On the other hand, evidence 
indicates that inhibiting DNA methyltransferases, which are thought to 
be important for memory formation and maintenance (Zovkic et al., 
2013), in the pIC has no effect on the reconsolidation of morphine 
withdrawal-associated conditioned place aversion (CPA) memory in 
mice (Liu et al., 2016). 

3.4.2. The aIC in expression of drug association memories 
In comparison, aIC investigations provide a more compelling ex-

amination of this region’s role in place association memories. Evidence 
indicates that pre-conditioning aIC lesions prevent expression of 
nicotine-induced CPP (Scott and Hiroi, 2011). Interestingly, this study 
indicates that, although aIC-lesioned mice do not have impaired 
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expression of food-induced CPP on the first test day, they extinguish this 
preference more quickly than controls. Moreover, the results suggest 
that aIC lesions have no effect on expression of nicotine 
withdrawal-induced CPA. These findings support a role for the aIC in 
expression of rewarding, but not aversive, drug-place association 
memories that is distinct from associations with natural reward. 
Conversely, evidence indicates that aIC manipulations made immedi-
ately post-retrieval similarly impair subsequent expression of both 
morphine-induced CPP (Sun et al., 2020) and withdrawal-induced CPA 
memories (Liu et al., 2016). Whether this reflects a difference in nicotine 
vs morphine or expression vs reconsolidation of a withdrawal-associated 
memory is unclear. 

4. Natural reward seeking 

Given its role in interoception, one might expect that IC activity is 
important for seeking and consumption of natural rewards, such as food 
and water, as well. However, Naqvi and colleagues (2007) identified no 
effect of IC lesions on self-reported food intake, desire to eat, or pleasure 
from eating, indicating that an intact IC is not necessary for normal food 
consumption and taste processing. Nevertheless, it is possible that IC 
lesions induce changes in food-seeking behaviors that are not captured 
by self-report data. 

4.1. The pIC in natural reward seeking 

Despite its role as primary interoceptive cortex, the pIC does not 
appear to be necessary for natural reward seeking, although specific pIC 
projections may regulate general consummatory behavior. Evidence 
indicates that reversible pIC inactivation in rats has no effect on food 
self-administration (Forget et al., 2010; Pushparaj et al., 2013) or cued 
or food-primed reinstatement of food seeking (Pushparaj et al., 2013), 
even though these manipulations attenuate nicotine self-administration 
and reinstatement. These findings recapitulate those seen in lesion pa-
tients and suggest that pIC activity is not necessary for food consumption 
or food seeking. However, recent evidence indicates that, although 
optogenetic inhibition of pIC projections to either the NAcore or CeA has 
no effect on food consumption in mice, brief optogenetic stimulation of 
either pathway interrupts ongoing food eating and water drinking and 
reduces food and water consumption (Gehrlach et al., 2019). Nonethe-
less, the results also suggest that optogenetic stimulation of the pIC-CeA 
pathway produces anxiety-like behaviors and inhibition of ongoing 
consummatory behaviors more generally, although stimulation of the 
pIC-NAcore pathway does not produce these non-specific effects. This 
indicates that, though pIC-NAcore activity is not necessary for food or 
water consumption, activity in this pathway can regulate consummatory 
behavior. Notably, prior work has investigated the roles of aIC, but not 
pIC, projections to the NAcore and CeA in drug taking. Therefore, it is 
unclear whether these pIC pathways have different roles in natural 
reward vs drug taking. 

4.2. The aIC in natural reward seeking 

Similar to the pIC, evidence indicates that reversible aIC inactivation 
in rats has no effect on self-administration of natural rewards including 
food pellets (Pushparaj et al., 2015) and saccharin (De Oliveira Sergio 
et al., 2021). However, chemogenetic activation of the aIC reduces high 
fat food self-administration in freely fed rats, but not food-restricted rats, 
and does not alter self-administration of standard food pellets (Price 
et al., 2019). To our knowledge, this is the only study that has compared 
the effect of aIC manipulation on self-administration of high fat vs 
standard food pellets and across satiety states of the animal. It appears 
that aIC activation attenuates hedonic, rather than homeostatic, con-
sumption of the highly palatable high fat food reward, which may re-
cruit aIC activity in a manner distinct from standard food. Consistent 
with this idea, evidence indicates that chemogenetic activation of the 

aIC reduces sucrose self-administration in rats with free access to water, 
but not water self-administration in water-restricted rats (Haaranen 
et al., 2020). This manipulation also reduces alcohol self-administration 
in the same study, suggesting that aIC activity suppresses both alcohol 
and natural reward taking in this case. However, chemogenetic inhibi-
tion of the aIC has no effect on any of the measures in this study, calling 
into question whether endogenous aIC activity is normally suppressing 
these behaviors. 

In some cases where specific aIC signaling mechanisms or projections 
have been implicated in drug taking, the role of these mechanisms in 
natural reward taking has been investigated for comparison. Evidence 
indicates that blocking aIC hypocretin (Hollander et al., 2008) or α1 
norepinephrine receptors (De Oliveira Sergio et al., 2021) has no effect 
on food or saccharin self-administration, respectively, despite reducing 
nicotine or alcohol self-administration in rats. On the other hand, evi-
dence suggests that blocking aIC dopamine D1 receptors reduces both 
cocaine and food consumption in rats, although, as discussed previously, 
this could be a general motor effect of D1 antagonism (Di Pietro et al., 
2008). In contrast to the pIC, work has not identified an aIC pathway 
that regulates natural reward-taking behavior. Evidence indicates that 
inhibiting aIC-NAcore (Jaramillo et al., 2018) and aIC-locus coeruleus 
projections (De Oliveira Sergio et al., 2021) does not affect sucrose or 
saccharin self-administration, respectively, despite modifying alcohol 
self-administration. It is unclear whether activation of these pathways 
would affect natural reward taking or seeking. 

Evidence for aIC involvement in natural reward seeking is similarly 
limited and inconclusive. Although results from our laboratory indicate 
that reversible aIC inactivation has no effect on reinstatement of food 
seeking after extinction (Cosme et al., 2015), other evidence suggests 
that chemogenetic activation of the aIC reduces high fat food seeking one 
day after self-administration training in rats (Price et al., 2019). This 
discrepancy could be due to inhibition vs activation of the region, dif-
ferences in incentive value of the high fat vs standard food pellet reward, 
or differences in procedures before the seeking tests. Extinction learning 
and/or prolonged removal from the food-seeking context could have 
modified the role of the aIC in food seeking in a manner distinct from 
24 h of removal from the context, an idea that is supported by the CPP 
literature. Evidence indicates that pre-conditioning aIC lesions prevent 
expression of food-induced CPP after the first post-conditioning test day, 
but not acquisition or expression on the first test day, in mice (Scott and 
Hiroi, 2011). This suggests that aIC activity is either necessary to pro-
mote long-term expression of food association memories, or normally 
works against the extinction of CPP. The same study indicates that 
pre-conditioning aIC lesions prevent expression of nicotine-induced CPP 
from the first test day, suggesting that its involvement in expression of 
nicotine CPP memory is different from that of food CPP memory. 
Nevertheless, the exact conditions under which aIC activity regulates 
natural reward seeking remain unclear. 

5. Risky decision making 

In some reward seeking studies, motivation to obtain the reward is in 
competition with motivation to avoid aversive consequences. Despite 
evidence from the drug seeking literature, it remains unclear whether 
competing motivations recruit different IC mechanisms than reward 
seeking alone or whether drug use must be perceived as risky to recruit 
the IC, as some have proposed (Naqvi et al., 2014). In addition to dis-
ruptions in drug addiction, evidence indicates that patients with IC le-
sions have impaired decision making under risk (Clark et al., 2008). 
Moreover, studies suggest that compulsive drug use itself is associated 
with impaired decision making (Rogers et al., 1999). Because drug use 
has inherent risks to human well-being, it can be difficult to disentangle 
the role of the IC in drug seeking vs risky decision-making processes. 
Moreover, studies investigating drug seeking in rodents do not neces-
sarily involve the same inherent risks as drug use in humans. Studies 
investigating IC subregions in natural reward seeking under risk 
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therefore provide an important comparison to the drug seeking litera-
ture and help to disentangle its role in risky decision making more 
generally. 

5.1. The pIC in risky decision making 

To our knowledge, only one study has investigated the pIC in natural 

reward seeking under risk, finding that neither reversible pIC inactiva-
tion nor pre-training pIC lesions affects risky decision making in freely 
fed rats trained on a version of the Iowa Gambling Task (Pushparaj et al., 
2015). Responding for a risky option in this task results in low proba-
bility of a large food reward and high probability of receiving a long 
timeout period instead, whereas the safe options results in high proba-
bility of receiving a smaller food reward with low probability of a short 

A.

Risky 
 option

4 water drops

No water

Certain
 option

x water drops 

50%

50%
(x = 100, 50, 25, 12.5)

(x = 1, 2, 3, 4) 

x % 4 food pellets

No food

1 food pellet 

100 - x %

B.

10 s delay

No delay

x s delay

50%

50%

(x = 0, 1.5, 3.5, 10) 

1 food pellet
No delay

x s delay

4 food pellets

(x = 0, 5, 10, 20, 40)

C.

(x = 25, 50, 75, 100)

x %

3 food pellets

1 food pellet 

100 - x %

3 food pellets + footshock
+

87.5 % 7 food pellets
   w/ quinine

7 food pellets
12.5 %

12.5 % 1 food pellet
   w/ quinine

1 food pellets
87.5 %

Risky 
 option

Certain
 option

Risky 
 option

Certain
 option

Large
 option

 Small
 option

Risky 
 option

Certain
 option

High-risk 
    option

Low-risk
  option

Water reward magnitude-based gambling task Food reward magnitude-based gambling task

Water delay-based gambling task Food delay discounting task

Footshock punishment gambling task Quinine punishment gambling task

Fig. 3. A selection of comparisons between risky decision-making procedures described in this review where conflicting (or apparently conflicting) findings exist. A. 
Comparison of two similar reward magnitude-based gambling tasks. Left, procedure described in (Ishii et al., 2012). Rats can press a risky lever, which has a 50% 
chance of producing either a four-water drop reward, or no water drops. Pressing the certain lever always produces a reward (either 1, 2, 3, or 4 water drops, 
depending on the trial). Right, procedure described in (St Onge and Floresco, 2010). Rats can press a risky lever, which has some chance (either 100%, 50%, 25%, or 
12.5%, depending on the trial) of producing a four-food pellet reward, or otherwise no food pellets. Pressing the certain lever always produces a smaller one-food 
pellet reward. B. Comparison of two delay-based decision-making tasks. Left, procedure described in (Ishii et al., 2012). Rats can press a risky lever, which has a 50% 
chance of producing a water reward with either no delay or a 10 s delay. Pressing the certain lever always produces a water reward with some delay (either 0, 1.5, 
3.5, or 10 s, depending on the trial). Right, delay discounting procedures described in (Pattij et al., 2014). Rats can nose poke for a large food reward option, which 
produces four food pellets with some delay (either 0, 5, 10, 20, or 40 s, depending on the trial). A nose poke for the small food reward option produces one food pellet 
with no delay. C. Comparison of two gambling tasks wherein reward is sometimes paired with an aversive physical outcome. Left, procedures described in (Simon 
et al., 2011). Rats can press a risky lever, which produces three food pellets along with some chance (either 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100%, depending on the trial) of a 
concurrent footshock. Pressing the certain lever produces one food pellet without footshock. Right, procedures described in (Mizoguchi et al., 2015). Rats are placed 
on an elevated plus maze with access to high-risk and low-risk arms. Rats entering the high-risk arms have a 12.5% chance of finding seven food pellets at the end the 
arm, and an 87.5% chance of finding seven food pellets coated with bitter-tasting quinine. Rats entering the low-risk arms have an 87.5% chance of finding one food 
pellet at the end of the arm, and a 12.5% chance of finding one food pellet coated with quinine. 
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timeout period instead. Although the results indicate that the pIC is not 
necessary for acquisition or appropriate decision making in this task, 
there is not enough evidence to comment on the role of this subregion in 
risky decision making more broadly. 

5.2. The aIC in risky decision making 

Considerably more work has investigated the aIC in risky decision 
making, although evidence on its role has been conflicting. In contrast to 
the pIC, results indicate that both reversible inactivation and pre- 
training lesions of the aIC attenuate responding for risky options on 
the rat Iowa Gambling Task (Pushparaj et al., 2015), suggesting that aIC 
activity promotes food seeking under risk. Consistent with this finding, 
evidence indicates that reversible aIC inactivation reduces risky decision 
making in two different gambling tasks in water-restricted rats (Ishii, 
2012). In a reward magnitude-based gambling task, responding for the 
risky option has a 50% chance of producing either a large water reward 
or no reward, whereas responding for the certain option has a 100% 
chance of producing a smaller water reward. In a delay-based gambling 
task, responding for the risky option has a 50% chance of producing a 
water reward with either no delay or a 10 s delay, whereas responding 
for the certain option always produces a water reward with a shorter 
than 10 s delay. The results of these studies suggest that involvement of 
the aIC in risky decision making is sensitive to multiple types of natural 
reward and aversive outcomes. However, another study, using a nearly 
identical paradigm to the reward magnitude-based gambling task used 
by Ishii and colleagues (2012) (Fig. 3A for comparison), indicates no 
effect of reversible aIC inactivation on risky responding for food reward 
in mildly food-restricted rats (St Onge and Floresco, 2010). The reason 
for this difference is unclear, although differences in reward type and 
level of deprivation might have influenced the perceived risk and reward 
value in a way that differentially recruited the aIC. 

Whether modified dopaminergic signaling in the rat IC is associated 
with risky decision making is inconclusive. Prior work indicates that 
increased D1, but not D2, mRNA in the IC is positively associated with 
risky responding for a large food reward with some probability of con-
current footshock, suggesting that increased dopamine signaling in the 
IC promotes risk taking (Simon et al., 2011). On the other hand, evi-
dence indicates that intra-aIC infusions of a D1, but not D2, receptor 
antagonist increases impulsive decision making in a delay-discounting 
task (Pattij, Schetters, and Schoffelmeer, 2014). In this task, respond-
ing at one port results in a small food reward with no delay (an impulsive 
choice), whereas responding at another port results in a larger food 
reward with a delay. Importantly, an impulsive choice is often the less 
risky one because there is no guarantee the animal will be able to collect 
the larger reward after a long delay. Therefore, the result of this 
experiment is consistent with others indicating increased preference for 
shorter reward delay as a result of aIC inactivation (Ishii et al., 2012) 
(Fig. 3B for comparison). Conversely, other evidence suggests that 
intra-aIC infusions of a D2 receptor antagonist, but not D1 receptor 
antagonist, increases risky responding in the same water reward 
magnitude-based gambling task by Ishii and colleagues described pre-
viously (Ishii et al., 2015). This opposes the direction of the effect when 
the aIC is inactivated with GABA receptor agonists (Ishii et al., 2012) 
and contrasts with the reward seeking literature, wherein evidence in-
dicates that blocking D1, but not D2, receptors reduces nicotine, 
cocaine, and food self-administration (Di Pietro et al., 2008; Kutlu et al., 
2013). It is possible that aIC D1- and D2-expressing neurons work in 
opposition to promote vs inhibit risk taking, again suggesting hetero-
geneity of function within the aIC. 

Evidence suggests subregional differences within the aIC between 
the more posterior granular vs. more anterior agranular cortex that in-
fluence performance in a rat gambling (“slot machine”) task (Cocker 
et al., 2016). In this particular work, rats responded on one of two levers 
to either collect a food reward or “roll” again, depending on the presence 
or absence of all three reward-associated light cues. The findings 

indicate that inactivating the agranular, but not granular, aIC with 
GABA receptor agonists impairs performance on this task, whereas D4 
receptor activation in the granular, but not agranular, aIC improves 
performance. Based on these results, agranular aIC, but not granular, 
appears to be critical for appropriately responding to (potentially con-
flicting) visual stimuli. However, the results also indicate that potenti-
ating dopamine signaling within the granular aIC enhances correct 
responding to these salient stimuli. Although the mechanisms underly-
ing these intriguing results are unclear, the evidence nonetheless points 
to critical subregional and neurotransmitter contributions to assessing 
external stimuli and responding to produce the most beneficial outcome. 

There may be individual variability in aIC activity related to risky 
decision making as well. Evidence indicates that post-training aIC le-
sions reduce risky responding in rats that are initially risk-prone and 
increase risky responding in rats that are initially risk-averse, on a 
version of the Iowa Gambling Task with food reward (Daniel et al., 
2017). This suggests that aIC activity is important for maintaining 
established behaviors and that lesions shift behavior to alternate stra-
tegies, an idea that is consistent with some of the drug-seeking literature 
(Pelloux et al., 2013; Rotge et al., 2017). Moreover, evidence indicates 
that drug use itself alters IC risk evaluation processes for natural reward. 
Prior work suggests that rats treated with methamphetamine for 
7–15 days choose a high-risk option more frequently than control rats in 
a gambling task, wherein the high-risk option is a larger food reward 
with higher probability of quinine coating than the low-risk option 
(Mizoguchi et al., 2015). These methamphetamine-treated rats also have 
increased c-Fos expression in the IC and NAcore. Interestingly, the re-
sults indicate that chemogenetic aIC inhibition reduces risky decision 
making in methamphetamine-treated rats but increases risky decision 
making in control rats. This finding suggests that methamphetamine use 
alters the role of the aIC in risky decision-making, and mimics the 
bidirectional effects identified by Daniel and colleagues (2017). In 
contrast, evidence indicates that systemic amphetamine reduces pref-
erence for a risky choice involving a potential footshock (Simon et al., 
2011). However, in this study, rats were given a one-time injection of 
amphetamine immediately before testing. We speculate that the differ-
ence in results is more likely attributable to one-time vs repeated drug 
administration, rather than differences in reward size, punishment 
modality, or outcome probability (Fig. 3C for comparison). It is un-
known whether these findings translate to other drugs of abuse, but it 
seems likely that drug use alters IC activity in a way that drives risky 
decision making in general and not exclusively decisions related to drug 
taking. 

6. General discussion 

Fifteen years after the groundbreaking finding of Naqvi and col-
leagues, there are still large gaps in our knowledge of how the IC reg-
ulates drug and natural reward seeking, as well as risky decision making 
more generally. In particular, it remains unclear under which circum-
stances, and by which mechanisms, IC activity regulates these motivated 
behaviors. Naqvi and colleagues argue that drug-associated cues and 
contexts activate the IC under conditions in which drug taking is 
perceived as “risky” or is in conflict with other goals or contingencies 
(Naqvi et al., 2014). Although some evidence supports this idea, many 
studies suggest that these conditions are not necessary to recruit the IC in 
drug seeking. For example, several studies indicate an effect of pIC and 
aIC manipulation during drug taking, in the absence of any competing 
goals or contingencies (Forget et al., 2010; Pushparaj et al., 2015). 
Nonetheless, this may be an effect on interoceptive processing of the 
drug itself that is dissociable from the processing of drug-associated cues 
in the absence of drug reinforcement. Whether perceived risk or 
competing contingencies are necessary conditions for drug-associated 
cues to recruit the IC in drug seeking without drug reinforcement re-
mains a critical yet open question. Although several studies have 
manipulated the IC during seeking tests after contingency alterations 
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(extinction and aversion-induced abstinence), none have yet manipu-
lated it after a period of prolonged withdrawal without contingency 
alterations (e.g., incubation of craving procedures). 

Significant evidence suggests that drug seeking in response to drug- 
associated cues increases over extended withdrawal periods (Grimm, 
2001; Tran-Nguyen et al., 1998). This phenomenon, known as incuba-
tion of craving, occurs across drugs of abuse and is conserved across 
species. By removing access to the drug after a period of 
self-administration, and then reintroducing drug-associated cues in a 
seeking (incubation) test days to months later, these procedures measure 
craving after extended withdrawal without any additional contingency 
learning (Fig. 2D). Evidence indicates that the incubation of nicotine 
craving is associated with upregulated dopamine signaling in the rat aIC 
(Abdolahi et al., 2010). However, no studies have yet manipulated the 
IC during incubation tests to determine its role in drug-associated cue 
processing after prolonged withdrawal. This is a critical body of work 
missing from the literature, as it could assess whether competing con-
tingencies are necessary to recruit the IC when processing unreinforced 
drug-associated cues. 

Lesion timing relative to the acquisition of drug seeking also appears 
to be important for determining the effect on this behavior, as made 
evident by the bidirectional effects of pre- vs post-training aIC lesions on 
cocaine seeking (Rotge et al., 2017). This finding has important impli-
cations for interpretation of IC lesion studies, but there is a lack of 
similar pre- and post-training lesion comparisons in the literature across 
drugs of abuse. It would also be important to determine whether IC 
lesion patients without a history of substance abuse have any change in 
susceptibility to substance use disorders post-lesion. One hypothesis is 
that IC activity is important for managing the utility of action-outcome 
associations and that IC lesions disrupt this association (Balleine and 
Dickinson, 1998; Parkes and Balleine, 2013; Parkes, Bradfield, and 
Balleine, 2015). Supporting this further, evidence indicates that aIC le-
sions have bidirectional effects on risky decision making in a gambling 
task, depending on whether the rat favors a risky or risk-averse strategy 
pre-lesion (Gehrlach et al., 2019). For individuals with a history of drug 
use or other risky behaviors, IC lesions may disrupt the established 
action-outcome association, decreasing craving and risk seeking. This is 
consistent with findings that drug use in humans alters risky decision 
making and correlates of neural activity throughout the IC (Bi et al., 
2017; Rogers et al., 1999; Sutherland et al., 2013). 

There is a notable dearth of in vivo electrophysiological recording 
studies that might explain how drug use alters IC activity. We hypoth-
esize that repeated drug use induces aberrant activation of the IC under 
certain circumstances, which may account for changes in reward- 
seeking behavior. Indeed, limited evidence suggests that the response 
of aIC neurons to cocaine-predictive cues changes with self- 
administration learning, and that this cue-responsive activity corre-
lates with measures of motivation for cocaine (Moschak et al., 2018). 
Other work indicates that chronic cocaine self-administration produces 
long-lasting changes in aIC neuron responsivity to sucrose reward and 
predictive cues as well (Pribut et al., 2021). Future studies should record 
from IC subregions during drug taking and drug seeking without drug 
reinforcement to determine whether IC neuronal activity is altered by 
drug infusions, drug-paired cues and contexts, or response-outcome 
contingency learning. Comparing IC activity during drug seeking vs 
natural reward seeking, with or without associated risk, would help 
elucidate which circumstances are necessary to recruit IC activity. These 
findings could help explain why IC inactivation does not consistently 
reduce drug taking and seeking. Additionally, studies can use multi-site 
electrophysiological recording to determine which conditions induce 
coherent activity in the aIC-NAcore, aIC-CeA, and aIC-locus coeruleus 
pathways, which are all implicated in aversion-resistant drug taking or 
seeking. If there is heterogeneity of function within the aIC, as evidence 
suggests, there should also be populations of aIC neurons that exert 
inhibitory control over drug seeking. One candidate downstream target 
of the aIC is the infralimbic cortex, a region that is important for 

extinction and ongoing inhibition of drug seeking (Gutman et al., 2017; 
Peters et al., 2008). It is possible that coherent activity between these 
regions predicts inhibition of drug seeking. Indeed, human imaging 
studies indicate a negative correlation between aIC-PFC resting state 
functional connectivity and nicotine use and craving (Bi et al., 2017; 
Sutherland et al., 2013). 

Broadly, the evidence suggests that manipulating aIC or pIC activity 
has no effect on natural reward taking or seeking, with few exceptions. 
Future work should investigate the role of the IC in highly palatable food 
taking/seeking to validate the findings of Price and colleagues, which 
indicate that high-fat food and associated cues can recruit aIC activity to 
regulate food seeking (Price et al., 2019). High-fat food pellets may be a 
highly salient reward more akin to drugs of abuse. Evidence also in-
dicates that aIC activity is important for natural reward seeking in risky 
decision-making tasks. It may be that natural reward seeking under risk 
creates a stronger action-outcome association, which aIC activity is 
necessary to maintain. Highly salient outcomes, and not necessarily 
inherent risk, may be the critical factor in recruiting the aIC in reward 
seeking. This idea is consistent with evidence that the aIC is a hub of the 
salience network (Uddin, 2015). Nevertheless, it is unclear why aIC 
activity does not always appear to be important for drug taking in the 
absence of paired aversive outcomes across drugs of abuse. This is 
complicated by evidence indicating that some drugs, like cocaine, have 
both appetitive and aversive properties themselves (Ettenberg et al., 
1999). 

In the few instances where there appear to be disparate roles for the 
IC in seeking of different drugs of abuse, distinct mechanisms of drug 
action might account for the differences. As discussed, evidence in-
dicates that aIC lesions made after acquisition of cocaine or heroin self- 
administration produce effects in opposite directions on subsequent 
escalation of drug taking (Joshi et al., 2020; Rotge et al., 2017). One 
possible explanation is that an intact aIC is necessary to promote cocaine 
taking in the face of its aversive effects (Ettenberg et al., 1999), whereas 
the short-term effects of heroin are more purely rewarding and rely on 
other circuitry to promote self-administration (Badiani et al., 2011). 
These differences could also reflect the degree to which hedonic vs ho-
meostatic mechanisms control cocaine and heroin self-administration. 
Whereas rats regulate their heroin intake to maintain an allostatic set 
point, rats will continue to self-administer cocaine to the point of 
overdose, indicating that cocaine relies more on hedonic mechanisms to 
promote intake (Bozarth and Wise, 1985). Somewhat perplexingly, ev-
idence indicates that chemogenetic activation of the aIC suppresses 
hedonic, but not homeostatic, intake of highly palatable natural rewards 
(Haaranen et al., 2020; Price et al., 2019), inconsistent with the reduced 
cocaine self-administration produced by aIC lesions. However, as noted 
earlier, it is possible that chemogenetic activation disrupts endogenous 
aIC activity to produce behavioral outcomes akin to those produced by 
inhibitory manipulations. Regardless, it appears that aIC activity can 
both suppress and promote drug-seeking behavior depending on the 
properties of the drug. Further work is needed to determine the specific 
IC pathways and mechanisms that promote vs suppress drug seeking 
across drugs of abuse. 

A unifying theory of pIC vs aIC function in drug seeking, reward, and 
risk processing remains elusive, largely due to a deficit of studies 
investigating the pIC. Notably, dissociation of function between the pIC 
and aIC cannot be fully explained by learning vs retrieval of drug- 
context associations, as earlier theorized (Naqvi et al., 2014), because 
pIC activity appears to be necessary for expression of drug association 
memories in at least some circumstances (Ma et al., 2014; Wu et al., 
2014). Nevertheless, limited evidence suggests that there are differences 
in pIC vs aIC function in drug seeking and natural reward seeking under 
risk. Evidence indicates that aIC, but not pIC, inactivation reduces cued 
reinstatement of cocaine seeking after extinction learning (Cosme et al., 
2015), whereas the pIC and aIC both appear to be important for cued 
reinstatement of nicotine seeking (Pushparaj et al., 2015). We posit that 
the aversive properties of cocaine create directly competing motivations 
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and that selecting for cocaine seeking selectively recruits the aIC. This 
selectivity could be explained by the greater connectivity of the aIC with 
limbic structures that are sensitive to aversive stimuli. Associated risk 
may explain subregional differences in natural reward seeking as well, 
as evidence indicates that aIC, but not pIC, inactivation reduces risky 
responding for a food reward (Pushparaj et al., 2015). While associated 
risk may not be a necessary factor to recruit the IC in reward seeking, it 
appears to be sufficient to preferentially recruit the aIC. 

This theory is tenuous in the absence of studies investigating the pIC 
in aversion-resistant drug taking. Future work should manipulate pIC 
activity during cocaine or alcohol taking paired with footshock for 
comparison with the aIC literature. Evidence indicates that pIC c-Fos 
expression is unchanged by footshock-resistant cocaine self- 
administration, suggesting that pIC activity is unrelated to this 
behavior (Y. Chen et al., 2022). Nonetheless, it would also be useful to 
manipulate pIC activity during cocaine taking without paired aversive 
stimuli to determine whether this behavior is pIC-independent when 
reinforced with cocaine alone. Moreover, there may be pIC projections 
that have a distinct role in promoting (or inhibiting) drug-seeking 
behavior, which have not been explored. Parsing these subregional 
differences in IC functioning could be critical to developing therapeutic 
treatments for substance use disorder. Evidence indicates that silencing 
pIC neuronal activity via electrical stimulation reduces nicotine taking 
in rats (Pushparaj et al., 2013), and deep brain stimulation can be used 
to similarly alter neural activity in awake patients (Wang, 2018). 
Considerably more work is needed to understand how subregional dif-
ferences in IC activity across risk and reward seeking gives rise to these 
complicated behaviors. 

Finally, the vast majority of extant work has been conducted only in 
male animals. Given the evidence for sex differences in reward systems 
and risky decision making (Orsini et al., 2022), it is possible that IC 
subregions are differentially involved in drug and natural reward 
seeking across sexes, too. More work is needed to determine how indi-
vidual differences in IC activity correlate with motivated behaviors. 

7. Conclusions 

Taken together, the literature indicates that the IC regulates drug- 
seeking behavior in a manner that is often, but not always, distinct 
from natural reward seeking. Drugs of abuse may preferentially recruit 
the IC in creating more powerful action-outcome associations that can 
be disrupted by IC manipulations. Nonetheless, certain conditions, such 
as a highly salient reward or associated risk, appear to recruit the IC in 
natural reward seeking as well. Whether the IC is important for learning 
these associations or merely expressing the reward-seeking behavior, 
remains unexplored, as do the mechanisms that might underlie this 
learning. Moreover, although evidence indicates that associated risk 
may preferentially recruit the aIC in reward seeking, a lack of compre-
hensive comparisons in the pIC precludes any confident unifying theory 
of pIC vs aIC function in complex motivated behaviors. 

Interestingly, the evidence suggests that the aIC promotes or sup-
presses drug taking, drug seeking, and natural reward seeking under risk, 
pointing to heterogeneity of function within the subregion. Further work 
is needed to determine whether distinct aIC cell populations account for 
these different behaviors, and which conditions and mechanisms might 
select for one population over another. Competing external motivations 
may not even be a necessary condition to recruit the IC in motivated 
behaviors. Rather, we propose that IC activity selects for behaviors that 
will facilitate a return to a desired internal state, based on highly salient 
learned action-outcome contingencies. 
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